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The Forbes article, “‘Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice’ Needs to Respect its Players and Add 

an Easy Mode” written by Dave Thier, is an article that boldly claims that the video game Sekiro: 

Shadows Die Twice should have an easy mode and goes on to claim that the lack of an easy 

mode shows a complete disrespect for its player base. Thier largely supports his claims through 

personal testimony, broad statements about average players, and callouts for increasing 

accessibility for players who are either impaired or disabled. Thier’s intent through this article to 

enlighten the developers of From Software, and their fanbase, to the limited accessibility for 

potential players due to the games difficulty and further push the idea that all games created by 

From Software should offer an easy mode. This article fails to achieve its goal due to the tone of 

the author, the lack of testimonial evidence from the players he claims to support, as well as a 

lack of understanding of the game and player base in general. Ultimately, Thier is unconvincing 

in his argument and as it stands; Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice, nor does any From Software game 

need an easy mode.  

This article is largely an opinion piece written with both the developer and loyal fanbase 

in mind. Thier effectively breaks down his subject and stance into three easy to digest sections. 

The first being a brief assessment of the position of Sekiro within the gaming industry and his 

firm opinion that game should have an easy mode. Secondly, he discusses what he views to be 

the most off-putting aspects of the game and how it affects the player. Then finally he discusses 



steps another difficult game has taken to increase accessibility and finishes with a plea of 

understanding to the fanbase.  

As Thier opens his article with the line, “It’s time, once again, to revisit an old saw.” The 

tone of the article is already set. His overwhelmingly negative opening immediately creates an 

unsettling atmosphere for the reader. He makes his opinion abundantly clear and its apparent that 

he has covered this topic previously with other From Software titles such as Dark Souls and 

Bloodborne. The bold claim and fervor of which he makes it plays well to his side of the 

argument, however, when the article states that the, “only acceptable conclusion,” is to put in an 

easy mode Thier immediately polarizes the argument into right and wrong. Right, being that 

there needs to be an easy mode with no other option, and wrong, being anything else. Within the 

first few sentences of the article the authors tone is set, a tone that doesn’t strengthen the article, 

but makes him seem disgruntled with From Software. He continues with a brief assessment of 

From Software and their place within the video game industry for creating punishingly difficult 

games which offers little to his intended audience. Then towards the end of his introduction to 

the topic Thier further polarizes the topic with this statement, “people use [the games] as a kind 

of litmus test for whether someone is a true gamer or a filthy casual.” The glaring problem with 

this statement is that he effectively categorizes the reading audience into the “us versus them” 

paradigm. Furthermore, without an explicit understanding of the terms “true gamer” or “filthy 

casual” or explanation of these terms, the author shows little understanding and blatant disregard 

for the gaming community. As the article continues the argument continues to fall flat due to this 

issue. 

Through the body of the article Thier takes a moment to praise what he and many other 

believe to be the strengths of From Software’s titles. How the development team can create 



entirely engaging worlds, and present beauty through the game even in the most bizarre and 

disturbing moments. These aspects and many more are present in many of their games and is 

especially strong in Sekiro. Then he continues back into furthering the overarching point of the 

article. It’s after this moment of praise that Thier introduces his two strongest arguments to his 

point: 

“Most people that might like to see that sort of thing, will never see any of that. Maybe 

they have limited gaming time and don’t want to spend that time fighting Lady Butterfly 

100 times in a row. Maybe they’re just no that good at time their parries, maybe they get 

frustrated and don’t feel like being frustrated, just now. Maybe they have a physical 

ailment [that] makes this sort of precision just a little too difficult to pull off.” 

Then: 

“All other From Software games at least had a sort of safety valve to allow you to move 

past the game’s most difficult boss encounters with a little help by summoning other 

players into your game. Sekiro removes even that, and so if you run up against a brick 

wall, that’s it. Either beat your head against a brick wall or stop playing.” 

While these two points are understandable and strong in their own right, Thier neglects to 

acknowledge very specific aspects of player intelligence, technology and fundamental 

differences between Sekiro and previous From Software titles.  

To begin, the players intelligence and personality are a resilient thing. People who have 

limited time typically will understand what they can and cannot do within that timeframe in 

relation to the game that they are playing. The player with only an hour or two to play will not 

simply attempt to beat a boss 100 times in a row, they understand that this would not be a 

effective use of their time. These players will often attempt different routes, try differing things 



and possibly return to the boss when they feel that they are ready for the challenge. The next 

point is about accessibility for people with physical ailments. Thier seems to entirely neglect the 

adaptation of accessibility controllers offered for such instances. These devices can be mapped as 

the player sees fit to best work for them and are often created with specific benefits in mind for 

players who suffer from fatigue, physical impairments and more. Then lastly the main 

differences between Sekiro and other From Software titles vary from subtle to largescale. The 

first difference is starting limitation. In previous From Software titles the player has a plethora of 

options, tools and playstyles available to them, whereas in Sekiro you only have one. This 

limitation is a boon to player in the fact that there is less confusion on how to start and play the 

game. Sekiro gradually opens to a wide variety of tools and playstyles yet introduces each new 

thing one at a time as to not overwhelm the player. Next, the open world and verticality of Sekiro 

allow the player to explore on their own volition and gives the player the ability to remove 

themselves from a situation that is simply too difficult for them through either stealth or running 

away. The most subtle and possibly strongest change to Sekiro is the block and parry system. In 

previous From Software titles there was a “parry window” a small timeframe in which the player 

must respond precisely to be able to protect themselves. While Sekiro still has this mechanic the 

timeframe in which the player must respond has been extended far beyond the offerings of 

previous titles. These important changes to Sekiro allows for a lower bar of entry to the game and 

creates a much more manageable learning curve. This all goes to show that even in Thier’s 

strongest moments he shows a complete lack of understanding for the industry and the gaming 

community.  

Thier begins to wrap up his article as he discusses another difficult game that was 

recently released called Celeste. His callout to Celeste is an interesting one considering his stance 



in the beginning of the article. Thier states, “that game shipped with extensive accessibility 

options, allowing each player to evaluate exactly what would make this an appropriate 

experience for them,” as if to state that this would be a viable option for Sekiro, however, this 

addition does little but to entirely contradict his initial stance of “Sekiro needs to respect is 

players and add an easy mode.” In the beginning of his article he immediately polarizes the topic 

into easy mode or no easy mode thus causing his addition and remarks on the game Celeste to 

only hurt his initial stance. This causes the reader to ask if he is serious about this topic, or is he 

changing his opinion. After introducing this information Thier doubles back to his original 

argument with the statement, “an easy mode does not have to change the core experience in any 

way,” further confusing the audience. Lastly ending with an interesting tidbit of advice, “to From 

fans: believe in yourself,” as if to say that avid consumers of these games do not believe in 

themselves. In the right mind this line could be interpreted as insulting to this fanbase, one would 

think that part of the requirement of playing one of these monolithically difficult games is some 

form of self-ideation and confidence, at least in one’s abilities.  

So, in conclusion, after analysis of the article, the authors stance and information 

presented, Thier ultimately fails to be at all persuasive in his attempts to sway a reader into 

believing that Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice needs an easy mode. He shows a lack of 

understanding of gaming in general, the technology behind it and even the mechanical aspects of 

the video game. His reference to Celeste a game that offers a plethora of options for tuning the 

game to a players desired experience, which is not an easy mode, only hurts his desired point of 

one being incorporated into Sekiro.  There are two final points, due to the nature and 

replayability of Sekiro, with its new game plus, the addition of a full easy mode would 

fundamentally separate the game into two differing experiences or simply break the game. Lest 



we forget that the difficulty of the game is part of the storytelling aspect. Finally, in the very last 

two sentences the author again contradicts himself in saying, “I’d like to see the sort of deeper 

customization that Celeste has, but all you need to do is turn up the damage the player does and 

turn down the damage the enemies do.” Simply put Sekiro: Shadows Die Twice does not need 

and easy mode and I doubt anyone in the intended audience has been convinced otherwise.  

 


